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Our brand 
matters
A brand is about how people feel about 
a company, and "what people say about 
you when you are not in the room".

Brand is about values, emotions, first 
impressions, the evolution of trust and 
relationship. It is patterns, doing things 
in a particular way to build familiarity.

In a digital context brand also means 
understanding how people use their 
devices (smartphones, laptops, 
tablets), when they use them and how 
expectations vary depending on place, 
time, geography, culture, mood and 
other factors.

The guidelines on the following pages 
help us get the digital communicative 
foundations right. 

Our brand is how we reach the people 
who rely on us. Because everyone is 
entitled to a good life.

Rolf Gulliksen
Global Head of Corporate Communications
rolf.gulliksen@oncopeptides.se

Everyone is 
entitled to 
a good life

Our brand
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mailto:rolf.gulliksen%40oncopeptides.se%20?subject=Digital%20brand
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Vision 
& values
“Oncopeptides brings hope to 
patients around the world through 
passionate people, innovative science 
and transformative medicines”

Vision & values
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Create for 
people
Everything we do is for people. This 
means our digital work needs to deliver 
the best possible user experience 
regardless of platform, device or need. 

Instead of listing a number of rules 
here, we expect you to create, design 
and build with the above in mind.

There is however one firm rule. In 
terms of accessibility, everything 
must meet the WCAG 2.1 AA (double 
a) requirements. Oncopeptides is for 
everyone. By meeting the needs of 
those who require the AA level, we 
create a great experience for everyone 
else too.

Accessibility

More on WCAG 2.1 at w3.org/TR/WCAG21/

"[WCAG 2.1] makes content more accessible […] including 
accommodations for blindness and low vision, deafness 
and hearing loss, limited movement, speech disabilities, 
photosensitivity and some accommodation for learning 
disabilities and cognitive limitations […]. These guidelines 
address accessibility of web content on desktops, laptops, 
tablets, and mobile devices."

From W3C:

http://w3.org/TR/WCAG21/
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Logotype

The logotype with its characteristic 
maze and clear typography has deep 
connections to the Oncopeptides origin 
story and the long winding road through 
drug development.

A Labyrinth (lăb′ə-rĭnth) n
An intricate structure of interconnecting 
passages through which it is difficult
to find one’s way; a maze.

• Greek Mythology; The maze in which 
the Minotaur was confined.

• A design consisting of a single 
unbranching but highly convoluted path
leading from the outside to the center 
of a usually circular or square space.

• Something highly intricate or 
convoluted in character, composition, 
or construction; a labyrinth of rules and 
regulations.

• A group of complex interconnecting 
anatomical cavities in the inner ear 
critical for hearing and balance

Logotype

Variations
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Clear space & 
minimum size
Clear space around the logo is 
Important in order for other elements 
to not interfer and to ensure the logo 
always stands out. We do not want 
to clutter the area around the logo or 
place it too close to an edge.
The defined minimum clear space is
equal to the width of 2x the letter "o".

In print applications, the minimum size 
requirement is 45 mm wide 

In digital applications the logo should 
not be less than 130 pixels wide.

Logotype

45 x 7 mm
130 x 20px 

Minimum size

Clear space
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Logotype
do's and dont's
Our logo consists of the space around 
it as much as it does of its proportions, 
colour and placement.

When in doubt, always keep it simple.

Logotype do's and dont's 

Don’t re-colour logotype 
elements.

Don’t add visual effects 
like drop shadows.

Don’t change the 
logotype’s proportions (e.g. 
skew, stretch or rotate).

Don’t place the logotype 
on a background that 
reduces legibility.
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Brand 
colours
Highlighted Changes
Successful communication is about 
consistency and a restrained visual 
palette. By simplifying the palette and 
updating our orange colour we make 
it easier to create on-brand assets 
while ensuring visual coherency and 
accessibility.

We will use this updated orange colour 
in the palette and in the logo. The 
new orange is calmer and with a bit 
more warmth. It is also slightly darker, 
helping to create contrast which is 
important from an accessibility point of 
view.

To live up to the digital accessibility 
standard WCAG 2.1 AA we use a 
contrast ratio of 3:1.

To meet AA contrast requirements for 
text, all combinations using orange and 
white need to have a minimum size of 
24 px regular weight or 19 px bold.

Brand colours

OLD

NEW

contrast ratio of 3:1.
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Colour 
palette

In a digital context colour equals 
function. It’s key to making navigating 
our digital estate (web sites, apps and 
more) a clear and satisfying experience. 

The palette consists of threee tiers of 
colours and a defined grayscale. 

Primary
These are the main brand colours and 
orange is of course the most important.

Secondary
Colours used primarily for interaction 
elements in digital applications, 
together with teal #037B80 from the 
primary tier.

Complementary 
Lighter hues used in for example 
backgrounds and alerts, contrasting the 
primary and secondary colours

Grayscale
Lighter hues and grays used for 
backgrounds, lines, text 

Primary

Secondary

Complementary

Grayscale

HEX #E77300
C4 M64 Y100 K0

HEX #037B80
C84 M29 Y45 K14

HEX #FFB800
C0 M32 Y93 K0

HEX 
#111111
K100

HEX 
#FBEAD9
C1 M10 Y16 K0

HEX 
#545454
K81

HEX 
#FFF9E5
C0 M2 Y13 K0

HEX 
#767676
K67

HEX 
#BBBBBB
K35

HEX 
#B3D5F8
C33 M9 Y0 K0

HEX 
#F6F6F5
K5

HEX 
#C7EDF1
C26 M0 Y8 K0

HEX #E72725
C0 M93 Y87 K0

HEX #0073E6
C83 M54 Y0 K0

HEX #44C3CF
C65 M0 Y22 K0

Brand colours
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Brand imagery
People. Always at the heart of 
everything we do.

The same goes for our brand imagery. 
.
Aim for clear, bright imagery with calm 
backgrounds.

A diverse, age-relevant focus is key 
when choosing brand imagery.

Diversity is also about abilities, 
geographical locations, moods and 
context.

Embrace real environments and 
believable situations.  

Find imagery that conveys purpose.

Tip
If an image looks "real" and has just enough of 
a "documentary" feel to it, then it's probably 
a good choice. Too styled, or too rough around 
the edges? Avoid it.

Photography

Example 01
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Brand imagery
People. Always at the heart of 
everything we do.

The same goes for our brand imagery. 
.
Aim for clear, bright imagery with calm 
backgrounds.

A diverse, age-relevant focus is key 
when choosing brand imagery.

Diversity is also about abilities, 
geographical locations, moods and 
context.

Embrace real environments and 
believable situations.  

Find imagery that conveys purpose.

Tip
If an image looks "real" and has just enough of 
a "documentary" feel to it, then it's probably 
a good choice. Too styled, or too rough around 
the edges? Avoid it.

Photography

Example 02
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Brand imagery
People. Always at the heart of 
everything we do.

The same goes for our brand imagery. 
.
Aim for clear, bright imagery with calm 
backgrounds.

A diverse, age-relevant focus is key 
when choosing brand imagery.

Diversity is also about abilities, 
geographical locations, moods and 
context.

Embrace real environments and 
believable situations.  

Find imagery that conveys purpose.

Tip
If an image looks "real" and has just enough of 
a "documentary" feel to it, then it's probably 
a good choice. Too styled, or too rough around 
the edges? Avoid it.

Photography

Example 03
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Iconography

Our icons are distinct yet clear and 
understandable, even when they are 
animated (see the loader below left). 

They are constructed of double black 
lines, except in site and app headers 
when a smaller size is needed. Then a 
mix of single and double lines are used 
for visual clarity. 

Large

Small

Iconography
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Typography

The Work Sans font should be used in 
digital as well as in print! 

Work Sans has been chosen specifically 
for it’s great quality and versatility – 
with a clear focus on digital applications 
– and for its availability. It can be 
downloaded and installed free of charge 
and it is also a WebFont meaning 
websites will render consistently across 
various operating systems and devices! 

The Regular weight, and others in the 
middle of the font family, are optimised 
for on-screen text usage at medium-
sizes (14px-48px) and can also be used 
in print design. 

Work Sans is a Google Fonts project 
led by Wei Huang, a type designer from 
Australia.

github.com/weiweihuanghuang/Work-Sans

Typography

Heading 1

Heading 2

Heading 3

Heading 4

Strong

Paragraph

Download Work Sans here: 
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Work+Sans

http://github.com/weiweihuanghuang/Work-Sans
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Work+Sans
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.footnote

Unordered list

Ordered list
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Table on Mobile

Typography
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!
Fallback typeface 
for desktop apps

Work Sans is the preferred font used 
for all types of documents, digital 
applications and content!

If for some reason it’s not possible to 
use the Work Sans font, Verdana is the 
approved fallback.

We are specifying a fallback font to 
avoid the creation of company assets in 
a variety of different typefaces. Verdana 
has been chosen as the fallback 
because it is a standard font, installed 
in most Mac and Windows systems. 

Always strive to use Work Sans but for 
situations outside our control, know 
that Verdana is available to you as a 
last resort!

Typography

Verdana
Sample text
When it’s not possible to use Work Sans, Verdana is the 
approved fallback font.

The Verdana fonts exhibit characteristics derived from 
the pixel rather than the pen, the brush or the chisel. The 
relationship between straight, curved and diagonal strokes has 
been painstakingly developed to ensure that the pixel patterns 
at small sizes are pleasing, clear and legible. Commonly 
confused characters, such as the lowercase i j l, the 
uppercase I J L and the numeral 1 have been carefully drawn 
for maximum distinctiveness - an important characteristic of 
fonts designed for on-screen use. And the various weights in 
the typeface family have been designed to create sufficient 
contrast from one another ensuring, for example, that the 
bold font is heavy enough even at sizes as small as 8 ppem.
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Supplementary 
typeface for 
longform content

Typography

  

In some cases Oncopeptides may 
produce longform content like, for 
example, research reports and other 
documentation that is scientific and 
academic in its nature. Such content 
requires a serif font for maximum 
readability.

The font chosen for these types of 
applications is Times New Roman, 
chosen for its ubiquitousness and its 
very high readability.

Times New Roman
Sample text
When writing things like academic papers and scientific reports, Time New 
Roman is the approved supplementary font to Work Sans.

Times New Roman is a serif typeface. It was commissioned by the British 
newspaper The Times in 1931 and conceived by Stanley Morison, the artistic 
adviser to the British branch of the printing equipment company Monotype, in 
collaboration with Victor Lardent, a lettering artist in The Times’s advertising 
department. It has become one of the most popular typefaces of all time and 
is installed on most desktop computers. In Times New Roman’s name, Roman 
is a reference to the regular or roman style (sometimes also called Antiqua), 
the first part of the Times New Roman family to be designed. Roman type has 
roots in Italian printing of the late 15th and early 16th centuries, but Times 
New Roman’s design has no connection to Rome or to the Romans.
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Button states

Our colour palette is used to enhance 
the understanding of interaction and 
functionality. With buttons, this holds 
true from default to hover, and even 
when a button has been disabled.

On the right and on the following page 
a button with the icon for opening up/
triggering an external action is used as 
an example.

Teal buttons are considered default 
buttons. The CTA button should be 
used with intent. 

Competing CTA buttons on a page 
shouldn’t exist, unless being hidden at 
page load. 

Disabled buttons is a last resort. This 
can be an accessibility issue. If techni-
cal solutions allow it, textual feedback 
is preferred.

/* State=Hover */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 156px;
height: 46px;
left: 20px;
top: 88px;

/* Solid/Teal Hover */

background: #038B91;
border-radius: 2px;

/* Wide/Button */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: static;
left: 0%;
right: 0%;
top: 0%;
bottom: 0%;

/* Solid/CTA Hover */

background: #0080FF;
border-radius: 2px;

/* Property 1=Hover */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 130px;
height: 40px;
left: 20px;
top: 87px;

/* Solid/CTA Hover */

background: #0080FF;
border-radius: 2px;

/* State=Hover */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 130px;
height: 40px;
left: 20px;
top: 88px;

/* Solid/Teal Hover */

background: #038B91;
border-radius: 2px;

Wide/Button Wide/CTA Button Narrow/CTA ButtonNarrow/Button

Hover

/* State=Default */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 156px;
height: 46px;
left: 20px;
top: 20px;

/* Solid/Teal */

background: #037B80;
border-radius: 2px;

/* Wide/Button */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: static;
left: 0%;
right: 0%;
top: 0%;
bottom: 0%;

/* Solid/CTA */

background: #0073E6;
border-radius: 2px;

/* Property 1=Default */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 130px;
height: 40px;
left: 20px;
top: 20px;

/* Solid/CTA */

background: #0073E6;
border-radius: 2px;

/* State=Default */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 130px;
height: 40px;
left: 20px;
top: 20px;

/* Solid/Teal */

background: #037B80;
border-radius: 2px;

Default

Visual components
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Wide/Button Wide/CTA Button Narrow/CTA ButtonNarrow/Button

/* State=Disabled */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 156px;
height: 46px;
left: 20px;
top: 156px;

/* Complementary/Light 
Grey (Disabled) */

background: #BBBBBB;
border-radius: 2px;

/* Wide/Button */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: static;
left: 0%;
right: 0%;
top: 0%;
bottom: 0%;

/* Complementary/Light 
Grey (Disabled) */

background: #BBBBBB;
border-radius: 2px;

/* State=Disabled */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 130px;
height: 40px;
left: 20px;
top: 156px;

/* Complementary/Light 
Grey (Disabled) */

background: #BBBBBB;
border-radius: 2px;

/* State=Disabled */

/* Auto Layout */

display: flex;
flex-direction: column;
align-items: center;
padding: 8px 20px;

position: absolute;
width: 130px;
height: 40px;
left: 20px;
top: 156px;

/* Complementary/Light 
Grey (Disabled) */

background: #BBBBBB;
border-radius: 2px;

Disabled

Visual components
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Menu – Wide 
viewport
For web site visitis using traditional 
computers: desktops, laptops.

The menu, a variant of the mega menu, 
has clear indicators for when 2nd and 
3rd level menu options are available. 

Opening and closing these are done via 
‘+’ and ‘-’.

Interaction with the menu is by tap or 
click, not mouseover, hover or swipe.

Visual components

1st level

2nd level 
expansion

3rd level 
expansion
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Menu – 
Narrow(er) 
viewport

The mobile version of the menu is used 
when our web sites are visitied using 
browsers on tablets and smartphones.

The menu has clear indicators for when 
2nd and 3rd level menu options are 
available. 

Opening and closing these are done via 
‘+’ and ‘-’.

Interaction with the menu is by tap or 
click, not mouseover, hover or swipe.

Visual components

1st level 2nd level 
expansion

3rd level 
expansion
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Announcement 
banner
Attention-grabbig, yet not rendered 
in an alarming red colour, our 
announcement banner has space for 
text and text links.

Visual components

Wide viewport

Narrow viewport
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